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inventor software and autodesk inventor solve many of the same problems. inventor software
customers can get an autodesk inventor subscription that gives them access to inventor designer,

inventor simulation, inventor documentation and inventor workbench. to improve workflow,
smartdraw provides a graphical interface to autodesk inventor for drafting, modeling, drawing, and
editing functions. drawings can be viewed or exported in dwg or svg formats. revisions can be made
with efficient two-way editing, including parametric 3d geometry. but no matter where you are, you
can select any component, including plumbing and mechanical, and you can make it out of metal,
injection-molded plastic, acrylic, or laminated veneer lumber. you’ll also be able to create hollow
parts. smartdraw offers a complete set of tools and features that give you the most realistic 3d

experience yet. the "evolutionary step" approach has been our major strategy for interacting with the
various generations of 3-d and visual media. after all, they’re separate markets, and our goal is to

meet the demand for new and innovative digital products by providing our customers with the most
comprehensive set of market-leading software tools. the evolution in 3-d is that people are buying

3-d solutions for activities they’re conducting on their desktops or tablets. the most successful
companies in the market, like autodesk, have recognized this trend and begun to create user

experiences that are completely immersive 3-d experiences. we’ve set the standards for how 3-d is
done and our customers are adopting 3-d tools as the platform for their operations. an evolution to

new 3-d media will require a new approach.
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